
RIEL Healthcare Solutions, LLC has been helping
healthcare organizations implement efficient day-to-day
operating processes and understands firsthand the
frustrations and chaos resulting from credentialing the old
way. The good news? Implementing a simple, technology-
driven credentialing process for your team, like our
platform, can save time and money.

It’s about having not only the right technology, but also the
right team and process in place.

So how can you better position your team to avoid these
credentialing pitfalls? Here are key examples of ways
RIEL Credentials can help modernize your team’s
credentialing processes.
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Avoid duplications, delays

Having different departments working with different processes means
you’re probably duplicating credentialing work for some providers
and entirely missing others. Getting consistent between multiple
departments is key.

REIL Credential’s platform provides a centralized view within your own
organization, helping your team figure out how to consolidate and
standardize their process so everyone is working out of the same
playbook. Our platform allows for workflow optimization and
automated real-time updates and helps teams see where there may
be problems within their organization and identify how they can close
those gaps.

Everyone has access to the same data, and it’s all in one place for 
different roles and responsibilities to utilize. RIEL Credential’s platform 
distributes information to all parties in a timely manner and removes 
the chance of error and delays that currently plague the system Increase 

Efficiency
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Creating a safety net

Credentialing processes, especially in smaller organizations, are often
reactive. For example, your practice may receive a letter that a
physician has to be re-credentialed within 90 days.

This, like many other credentialing processes, is dependent on a third
party letting your organization know that something has to get done.
Having your own structured system in place that’s proactive with
timely alerts can save time and reduce reactive work that pulls
resources from other projects.

Our platform efficiently tracks the credentialing process and also
creates a safety net, ensuring any hiccups or challenges are identified
early, before it gets to the physician or client.

Ensure 
Compliance
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Don’t wait! It will only get harder

Despite the benefits technology adds to the credentialing processes,
your organization might balk at taking the leap because of the simple
fact that you have done it on paper for so long. However, the cost of
not upgrading and the compliance risk that presents to your
organization is far greater than any challenges you may face by
implementing our platform.

As we’ve seen with our existing customers, replacing costly out-of-
date processes with a platform like ours that can verify data
automatically can lead to a 60 percent decrease in administrative
costs.

With a growing number of payors, telemedicine, and organizational
growth in general, the sheer volume of credentialing tasks at most
organizations is making manual processes less and less manageable
and increasingly risky. Healthcare organizations urgently need more
sophisticated tools. It’s time to take that leap; it’s worth the effort. In
the end, it will benefit your team and your providers and lead to
better care for patients.

Easy and 
Effective 
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About Us

Email: sales@rielcred.com

Tel:  787-330-0050

We are an innate Puerto Rican startup company, built on decade of
healthcare operations experience, committed to helping health
providers make the most of their resources. We’ve created a product
that empowers our users to improve credentialing administrative
processes in the health industry, and concurrently enhance the service
quality provided to the health patient.

Our Mission
Our business philosophy is customer-centric approach to develop
innovating business and technology solutions to solve real customer;
focusing on significantly enhancing administrative process
capabilities to improve experience and customer value.

Our Vision
Our vision is to build stronger relationships with our customers and 
ensure their long-term success with our solutions.

Essentially for your practice needs

Fully customizable to meet any client’s special needs as well as the
ever-changing needs of technology and the health care industry.
RIEL Credentials uses open development platform tools that can be
customized to fit your special needs, that include reporting
capabilities.

Contact Us

www.rielhealthcaresolutions.com


